


In Back to Reality, More and Less: 

Contemporary Ohio Landscape, 15 artists from 

around the state offer original, contemporary 

and often surprising approaches to the 

landscape tradition. This exhibition at the Ohio 

Arts Council's Riffe Gallery was organized by 

Sara Johnson, director of planning at the 

Southern Ohio Museum in Portsmouth. 

The old tradition of landscape painting, which 

might seem to be ripe for dismissal from the 

contemporary art scene, remains the focus for 

many of today's finest artists. They are finding 

entirely original forms to express and interpret 

it, Johnson says. 

America has always loved the landscape. In the 

beginning, there was a vast, uninterrupted, 

endless wave of land whispering promises of 

endless freedom, independence and possibility. 

America meant "land, lots of land." America 

was Landscape with a capital L, landscape 

without limits. 

It's hard to imagine a better way to capture 

imaginations than with the American 

landscape. Whether armed with word, song, 

film or paint, our artists over the centuries have 

been caught up in our landscape. Today's artists 

are no exception but they're finding fresh new 

ways to render and interpret its infinite variety 

of realities, from farmland to city, from hay bale 

to smokestack, from river to streetlight. 

Back to Reality, More and Less features 15 of 

Ohio's most exciting contemporary landscape 

artists taking distinctive journeys across the 

broad geography of realism. 

Viewers who do not expect realism from 

contemporary artists are in for a great surprise 

as they travel this exhibition's highways and 

byways. The work in Back to Reality, More and 

Less traverses traditional realism as well as 

newer twists - photorealism and near

abstraction, impressionism and surrealism. 

environmental activism and romantic fantasy, 

emotion and narrative, hard edged cityscapes 

and soft rubbed countryscapes - with a variety 

that parallels the landscape itself. 

Viewers can take their pick. These artists 

certainly have. This exhibition gives you lots of 

land for your imagination to roam around in, 

fewer fences than ever and plenty of reality to 

make you feel at home while you're wandering 

through it. 

Artist Eric Barth of Columbus presents very 

small, impressionistic pastels of radiant field 

and sky with a reality anchoring sliver of 

horizon in between. Gary Pettigrew of Athens, 

a long-time faculty member in Ohio University's 

art department, laces his detailed oils with 

warm planes of sunlight. A.O. Peters of 

Middlefield reveals a strong concern for the 

natural environment in its conflict with 

industrial growth. Ron Porter, who has moved 

from Athens to Nashville, inserts wildly unlikely 

elements into his otherwise realistic 

landscapes. moving them into the realm of 

surrealism. 

Leslie Miller of Oberlin begins her landscapes 

with a pasted on photograph and runs out the 

image to a broader. more atmospheric senseilf 

place. William Reed Simon of Cleveland 

renders his highway crossed scenes with bold 

blocks of color. John Stewart of Cincinnati 

manipulates color into a palpable sense of river 

valley atmosphere. 

Laurence Channing of Cleveland is attracted 

to the drama of the urban landscape, which he 

renders in stark charcoal against white paper. 

Stephen Pentak of Columbus reduces the 

landscape to essential elements of field, sky 

and water, with only a branch or a rock to 

register the image beyond abstraction. 

Barbara Gillette of Northern Ohio visits her 

environs for the rural icon of the hay bale, 

which she renders in a variety of light and 

• 

season. Lane Raiser of Portsmouth offers a 

painting in progress to provide an interesting 

and unusual glimpse into an artist's painstaking 

creative process that results in the appearance 

of a photographic enlargement. 

Carolyn Cardenas of Athens paints interior 

scenes with meticulous still life arrangements. 

each anchored by a window onto a culturally 

specific landscape. Cincinnati painter Deborah 

Morrissey McGoff introduces a strong 

narrative element into this landscape 

exhibition. Rod Bouc of Columbus applies a 

vigorous oi I stick to canvas to create his bright, 

light-filled Midwestern scenes. Willard 

Reader of Portsmouth juxtaposes small-town 

architectural history with contemporary signs 

of carelessness and neglect. 

Sara Johnson curated the exhibition for its 

surprise value. "Many of us tend to equate 

contemporary art with abstraction, but it's 

apparent that many fine artists have moved 

back to reality, more and less," Johnson says. 

"This is realism but it's not illustration and it's 

not photography. The show has dozens of 

interesting stops along the journey to new 

realism and offers viewers a chance to 

experience contemporary art within the familiar 

framework of the landscape." 
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